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Abstract
Transferring living laboratory’s driving safety research into general population for all aspects
of mental health through training for removing human resistance to change. By engaging the
subjects solely in a caring path to success, and mentoring constructive ways to think
POSITIVELY, facilitating their own choice to decide on their individual journey to progress, in
making every day few mini steps in the right direction for six to eight weeks – Until they
satisfactory master the knowledge, and behavioral skills for doing it alone as their new way to
proceed.
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Prior any intervention in mental health application of the enabling research, we are using online
sophisticated automated screening to detect eventual co-morbid preconditions (ADHD, ODD,
and CD, plus any of Procrastination’s seven factors) – in order to customize for each patient a
meta-cognitive positive psychology protocol for Mind Focused Coaching and Therapy - to
remediate Tunnel Vision Effect (TVE), a physiological dysfunctional responses triggering dire
psychological and traumatic consequences associated with panic, obsession, anxiety,
depression, PTSD. Constantly reinforcing; “Think good and it will be good”.
Keywords: Impulsivity, Inattention, Tunnel Vision Effect, Destination, Attitude, Focus,
Awareness, Choice

Introduction
History of Research at Carnegie Mellon Driver Training and Safety Institute:
In 1998 The first author submitted a white paper to the United States Congress proposing
the creation of a living laboratory to compare “Old Tech” (books, paper & pencil tests, training
videos and live instructor in a classroom) to “New Tech” (computerized individualized
education & training, simulation, learning by testing), for the purpose of evaluation and
prediction in human performance for driving safety.
In 1999 Congress appropriated funding for implementing the project, thereby creating
the Carnegie Mellon Driver Training Safety Institute (CM-DTSI). Funding came through a
Congressional Apportionment TEA-21 grant which was administered by the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration under cooperative agreement No.DTFH61-99-X-00016.
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Three years of federal appropriation of 12 million dollars plus 6 million dollars in private
funding were allocated for improving professional driver training and safety in cooperation with
ten other leading European research centers involved with the EEC European Commission for
Research and Regulations.
Mission of CM-DTSI:
The primary mission was to perform research that supported the development of better
trained, healthier and safer truck and emergency vehicle drivers. The methods for achieving this
objective were:
•

Conduct applied research that relates directly to the safety of professional drivers using
mobile work stations

•

Obtain funding for and manage a sustainable program of research in commercial vehicle
driver training and performance of national and international prominence

•

Perform and publish research that supports, enhances and refines the state of the art in
commercial vehicle driver training in particular while also to advancing Human Factor’s
science and technology in general

The activities included site location for creation of a new living laboratory, and the following
tasks:
•

Staffing

•

Methodology

•

Instrumentation
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•

Training of all the professional drivers

•

Recording and Analysis

•

Validation and Recommendations to Legislators

As a fully functional living laboratory, the research and development activities
conducted needed to be done in the most accurate and authentic manner, with real students
enrolled in this experimental center expecting to become well-trained and certified professional
drivers.
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In order to achieve this end, CM-DTSI had to become a certified Driver Training School
by the State Board of Education in the State of Pennsylvania, as well as the first-ever school to
offer off-road driving simulation in to replace some of the 20 hours of actual street driving. This
curriculum became state-certified for the first time in the United States.
Subject Populations and Their Unique Properties
Four subject populations of professional drivers were studied. While they exhibited
similar multi-functional mental processing, they also displayed four different types of specific
stress. Nevertheless, each form of stress caused Tunnel Vision effect (TVE) when a subject was
confronted by aggravating factors due to unpredicted adversarial situations that would lead to
an accident.
•

Driving a Police car in High Speed Pursuit
This activity generates an extremely strenuous stress [1] of short duration. Infused with a

surge of adrenaline due to risky fast driving, in areas with heightened apprehension for unknown
reactions from other drivers and pedestrians, possible weaponry on board of the vehicle chased,
and the high pitched sound of the siren, triggered aggressive behaviors and Tunnel Vision Effect
(TVE) for the police driver (we advised cancelling noise apparatus).
•

Driving a Fire Truck
In fact, most motor vehicle accidents with fire trucks are related to physical and

physiological stress occurring when going to or returning from the location of the fire. Firemen’s
heart beat is quickly elevated just from the sound of the alarm. In addition often their physical
conditioning is poor, they wait and are sedentary, and eat unhealthy food at the station. Their
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cardio-vascular and muscular unpreparedness are a powerful aggravating factor, in addition to
heat and physical exhaustion. Again, Tunnel Vision Effect (TVE) is evident due to the danger
and high level of noise in the vehicle. [2]
•

Driving an Ambulance
In addition to high stress, auditory noise, driving conditions, driver’s personal resilience

to exhaustion, driving apprehensions, physical and mental preparedness encountered in all four
populations studied, ambulance drivers are confronted by an added excess overload - to drive
the quickest route possible in traffic hours with potential inclement weather .All the while the
driver is trying to listen to the patient in pain, watch the GPS for directions, listen to
communications with the dispatching officer and Emergency center coordination, or others
anxiously accompanying the patient.[3]
The high level of multi-processing of too many inputs is a set-up for accidents. TVE is
not exceptional but rather a built-in fault of the job. The question is not will there be accident
but rather when and how many in a row.
The three populations described above show that the task demands on the driver require
much greater physical and mental preparedness than is routinely necessary for the general
driving population. [4] Adequate sleep patterns, a policy of no drugs or alcohol, and regular
practice of health and wellness are an absolute requirement to stay fit on the job.
Driving a Truck
Though nearly identical to the three above studied population these subjects have a
further aggravating stress factors due to their own level of supplementary impulsivity and
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inattention. In fact, surprisingly a high cluster of undiagnosed ADHD tendencies was present in
over 80% of the studied population (in contrast with general population around 8 to 12%).
It would appear that truck driving is a natural niche for subjects presenting ADHD. In
adults, hyperactivity may decrease, but struggles with impulsiveness, mood disorder, sleep
disorders, restlessness and difficulty paying attention may continue. The population with
untreated ADHD is more prone to changing jobs, multiple divorces, accidents, citations, traffic
violations, drug and alcohol consumption – and therefore it became more challenging than
initially planned for driving safety preparedness. It became clear that if we could satisfactorily
remediate the effects of ADHD in this population, our training would be even more efficient for
the general population.
The Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reports that 11 percent of all
children in the U.S. aged 4-17 have been diagnosed with attention deficit disorder (ADHD or
ADD) [5] — that was roughly 6.1 million American children in 2016, a 43 percent increase
since 2003. According to its 2015 report, the CDC says the total number of Americans — adults
and children — with ADHD continues to rise — up from 7.8 percent in 2003 to 9.5 percent in
2007 and 11 percent in 2011.
ADHD may be significantly higher since many adults, particularly women with
inattentive symptoms, remain undiagnosed.
New Tools developed at CM-DTSI:
In order to accomplish its primary mission to perform research that supports the
development of better trained, healthier and safer truck and emergency vehicle drivers, it
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became evident that a scientific literature search needed to be conducted to determine what
could really train drivers to acquire higher cognitive behaviors in order to think and behave in a
much safer driving mode. The target behaviors for remediation included: Impulsivity;
Inattention; Motivation; Self-evaluation; Increased resilience to stress and fatigue were selected
as priorities for investigation.
Subsequently there followed the creation of a list of new technological tools and
methods that had to be created to train, compare, measure, and analyze diver training with new
tech, so as to compare with conventional training previously existing with low-tech.
Twenty four criteria became imperative to be measured at the maximum rate of 1500 Hz
per second during driving and simulation, and recorded continuously in REAL TIME at all
moments during the presence of the drivers for the eight week duration of the program in the
living laboratory (until passing successfully their commercial driving license). A thorough data
mining and analysis took place on a daily basis.
The following tools were developed, tested and implemented simultaneously to measure,
evaluate, and compare of “New Tech” vs “Old Tech” Tools & Methods:

Stationary high fidelity full motion and five axis simulator for research activity that
later was cloned into an ultimate Mobile Truck Simulation Mobile Center
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Requiring the development of 3D high fidelity digital reproduction of 40 miles of Real
Road to create a High Fidelity virtual Road driving, backing, skid pad with 1 inch accuracy; on
board recording and analysis with individual smart card identification for each student in all
activities during their two months training in the center.
•

Data acquisition, and Video Recording and performance contrasting

•

Data mining, Predictions and Modeling

•

Longitudinal follow-up to confirm residence of Innovative Training

Truck Recording Parameters
•

Braking frequency

•

Fuel consumption

•

Speed violations

•

Brake distance

•

Clutch activation

•

Braking intensity

•

Distance above speed limit

•

Average speed

•

Maximum rpm above rpm limits
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Skid pad research – emergency avoidance maneuvers

The skid pad area has been designed with safety features to permit full tractor trailer
utilization, and produced a coefficient of friction that was between 0.1 and 0.2 depending on
conditions, roughly between clear ice at or near freezing, and packed snow.

Cumbersome eye movement recorder at 30 Hz before - CM- DTSI eyes tracking helmet 1500 Hz
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Eyes/gaze helmet camera

The black dot representing the eyes, correctly positioned to look directly at the evading
space in left photo, but due to the driver’s uncontrollable stress, his eyes are incorrectly locking
onto the second set of obstacles. [6] All drivers were able to control the stress and succeed to
avoid both parallel set of water obstacle coming from the ground in unexpected places – This
helps us demonstrate that you end-up where you look, and if you look at the problem you remain
in the problem; and if you look at the solution you evade problems!

Frontal camera to record driver’s facial emotions, and steering wheel position
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Preliminary Conclusion regarding new driver’s higher rate of accidents:
•

The present study confirmed that inexperienced drivers were fixating closer to the vehicle
and more on the dashboard than experienced drivers.

•

They also spread their fixations less among the horizontal meridian.

•

Their less developed visual search strategies probably tend to generate a higher number of
fixations on potential hazards or traffic relevant cues.

•

Their emotions are evident on their faces within 120 millisecond after the driver makes an
error (before there is awareness of his/her mistake).

A photo of facial emotions speaks louder that any explanation….
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Computerized Instructional Training (CBT)

CM-DTSI CBT Instructional Design Steps

Formative & summative evaluation is extremely important!!
Recommended process:
1. Evaluate
2. Motivate First
3. Educate
4. Instruct as necessary
5. Evaluate always
6. Train
7. Reinforce
8. Measure Progress
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Creation of global fusion for all data collected for predictive modeling.
All activities of the students were recorded and analyzed in real-time, during their
presence on the campus, and at all time and in all sections of the program. Six different groups
of factors were measured, analyzed and combined for predictive modeling:
1. Historical factors
2. Physiological factors
3. Psychological factors
4. Biomechanical factors
5. Educational factors
6. Performance factors

To establish a final diagnostic protocol to create a combined classifier and visual system in
order to determinate different driving style in relations with the different types of personalities
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identified, in addition to serve as a training tool for the drivers after each run. This system
allowed to make great progress in training, and achieve a success rate of only three runs to
master the necessary skills to stay calmly poised and comfortably steering their vehicle launched
at 6o miles an hour through the surprising water obstacles.
The goal is when an obstacle is detected on slippery road do not use the brakes, just lift the
feet of the gas pedal, and delicately steer a little the steering wheel in the direction of where
your eyes have located an escape route!
In addition to the 9 vehicles data recorded on the smart box and individual smart cards,
indicated above, the following data were also recorded in real time at 1500 Hz with Satellite
Positioning of the vehicle during each whole run from beginning to start with a precision of one
inch with GPS differential and Electronic compass:
1. Full trajectory of the vehicle before and after training (red is bad run and green is better
trained run).
2. Position of the vehicle clocked at the millisecond where the driver starts diverging from a
correct choice of trajectory (either using brakes, or turning too much left and right the
steering wheel).
3. Complete trajectory from beginning to stop and comparison with second run improved
4. Audio –Video Camera showing the face and emotions of driver when the water jet obstacle
starts, and when he controls or lose control at the very early onset of the defensive driving
procedure.
5. Blood pressure
6. Heart rated
7. Improper differential variations of steering wheel rotations
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8. Proper Position and amplitude of steering wheel
9. Clutch
10. Throttle
11. Mass Acceleration Longitudinal Y
12. Mass Acceleration Latitudinal X
13. Speed
14. Engine RPM (Revolutions per minute)

Interactive screen for 14 results aggregated in real time dynamic visuals
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Statistical classifier for predictive human performance model
Results from the current study suggested that the machine learning approaches of the
genetic programming algorithm and the C4.5 algorithm developed at CM-DTSI were more
accurate than discriminant analysis and logistic regression at classifying drivers in terms of their
performance on the CDL – Our two Statistical systems were more robust and with much less
false positives and false negatives in the data analysis – in fact it produced an astonishing 80%
reliability in Human Performance Predictive Modeling.
Health & Wellness Center with 6 weeks program and constant evaluation to measure
physiological and attitudinal changes.
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Mission Statement
“The CM-DTSI Health & Wellness Department developed, implemented and
maintained a model Health and Wellness Program viewing the CM-DTSI students as “Driver
Athletes” as they strive to be “Champion Drivers”, culminating in the ultimate goal of reducing
physical impairment, enhancing healthy eating habits, increasing health awareness, decreasing
work-related injury, and preventing traffic accidents related to fatigue, stress, and the lack of
physical readiness.” [7]
Health & Wellness Evaluation
The program is outcome-based focusing on the comparison of pre-program physical
capacity data vs. post-program physical capacity data.
Data includes:
•

Physical Comfort Scale

•

Maximum & Resting Heart Rate Assessment

•

Blood Pressure Measurement

•

Skyndex Body Fat Percentage Assessment

•

Cardiovascular Fitness Assessment

•

Bilateral Hand Grip Strength Test

•

Computerized Range of Motion of Spine

•

Computerized NIOSH Strength Assessment

•

Driver-Focused Vision Assessment (Ergovision)
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A computer-based assessment of knowledge and attitudes about personal health, hygiene
and safety issues as well as fatigue, alertness, nutrition, stress and other factors such as smoking
is used as an important evaluation tool.

Neuropsychological Evaluation focused on specific areas of brain function and includes
hearing, reaction speed, and hand agility testing

The above differences areas ignited in the brain in relation with cognitive modalities,
were determinant in the choice of multi-modality education and training to reinforce each one
by the strength of the others.
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CM-DTSI followed a Man-Machine approach centered about the man in the loop:

CM-DTSI Conception of Brain Processing Information

Brouha’s curve of recuperation:
The Brouha curve of recuperation was used to measure the exact time to recover a
normal base line from an emotional or physical effort. The figure bellow shows that when an
effort is normal, there is an equivalent debt to be replenished all functions and recover of the
effort. But if the effort is much bigger than normally acceptable, there is an additional “interest”
added to the intrinsic debt. [8]
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Brouha curve of recuperation
This is an element that was precursor to Cm-DTSI Research into Tunnel Vision Effect
(TVE) that can lead PTSD and permanent Trauma if the emotions is too strong for the person.
Research showed that people who get a permanent PTSD were “wired at birth” to be prone to
such occurrence if the triggering event happens….
Tunnel Vision Effect (TVE)
TVE is a specific kind of combination of physiological & psychological stress [9]
Characteristics
•

Peripheral vision loss with retention of central vision, results in constricted circular
tunnel-like field of vision

•

Physiological and Psychological

•

Once you are in TVE, you do not feel it, so you cannot get out

•

Impacts our everyday lives in both big and small ways

•

Caused by Fight or Flight, and all other conditions on next page
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What causes TVE?
•

TVE is the result of a mental and emotional overload triggerring hormonal discharges.

•

TVE is a Physio/Biological condition with Psychological consequences: Stress, Fear,
Panic, Polarization

•

May have lasting consequences like Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)

Physiology & Biology of TVE
Physiological Triggers:
•

Sympathetic Nervous System is activated by stress

•

SNS causes several different hormones to releases which can put the body into Fight,
Flight, or Freeze mode.

•

Fight, Flight, or Freeze mode can lead to TVE, (as well as all conditions listed before)

Physiological Consequences -Vision:
•

Ciliary muscles surround the lens of the eye; contract instead of relax for optimal focus

•

Adrenaline causes a somatic reflex in the ciliary muscles

•

Muscles contract thickening lens for distant focus almost eliminating all near focus

•

Reduces Field of vision and increases pupils dilation to let more light in

Loss of horizontal Vision:
•

Cortisol effects perceptual error-detection blocking visual input from being processed by
visual cortex.
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 The information is being seen, but just as important and therefore is not given the same
attention as what is in front of the person.
 20-30% loss of peripheral vision with TVE
•

On average humans have a 190 degree total of horizontal vision - When the sympathetic
nervous system is activated by TVE, the degree of vision goes down to 57 degrees.

Loss in Vertical vision with TVE:
Vertical field of vision averages about 130 degrees. When the sympathetic nervous system
is activated by TVE, the top field of vision can be reduced to as little as 18 degrees while the
bottom can be reduced to 21 degrees.
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Examples of TVE
•

Driving in a busy part of town whilst on your cellphone. A car pulls out in front of you,
where do you look?

•

You incorrectly look at the car pulling out (the problem) rather than where you should
move your car (the solution) to avoid getting hit.
Under TVE, you only have a narrow field of view and can no longer see the whole picture.
You can only see the problem and not the possible solutions!

Common Signs of TVE:
•

Heart rate increases to 175+ bpm

•

Adrenaline is released

•

Freeze, fight or flight (Old Brain)

•

Peripheral vision becomes obsolete

•

Field of vision narrows to only focus on the problem

•

Hyper focused on the issue rather than the solutions

•

Cannot STOP being in TVE whilst in it
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What to do for TVE
Since TVE is primal it may seem like there is no way to control it. [10]
•

But we can preventively teaches to train our brain, and breathe to diffuse TVE in nonemergent situations, or emergent situations that require critical thinking and forethought

•

Training to avoid mental multitasking is an excellent way to become more resilient to TVE

•

Training to avoid impulsivity is helping to avoid aggravating factors leading to TVE

•

Learning about TVE and its causes is the first line in Prevention of TVE

Causes

Consequences

Effects

Stress

Loss of peripheral vision

Blood loss

Fatigue

Increase heart beat

Glaucoma

Noise/Distraction

Sweating

Tumors

Obsession

Dizziness

Attitude sickness

Fear

Irritability/Mood Disorder

Cataract

Anxiety

Sleep deprivation

Nausea

Inattention

Difficulty to concentrate

Etc.

CM-DTSI choose a multi sensorial teaching and training approach. It leaded to the
development of B.E.S.T.: Bio, Ergonomic, Safety, Theory
Safety Stops When Mental and Physical Comfort Decrease
The Synergistic B.E.S.T. Approach: CM- DTSI addressed the whole human system
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The guiding premise of this bio-ergonomic systemic approach was to assist the student to not
only perfect motor skills but also to achieve a personal synergy, thereby improving his or her
quality of life.

The guiding premise of this ergonomically systemic approach is to assist the student to not
only perfect motor skills but also to achieve a personal synergy and comfort zone, thereby
improving his or her quality of life and preventing accidents. The Health and Wellness Program
is central to creating this personal synergy and comfort zone.
Seven Areas of Safety & Performance That Health & Wellness Can Significantly Impact:
1. Fatigue
2.

Drowsiness

3.

Sleep Deprivation

4.

Stress
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5.

Road Rage

6.

Accident / Injury

7.

De-motivation

We can see here how Motivation is an enhancing factor and demotivation an aggravating
factor.
Gallup Questionnaire shows Results for Engaged Person:
 56% more retention
 46% more safety
 38% better productivity
 24% improvement in client loyalty
 14% improvement in profitability
Three levels of Mental Processing:

Three levels of Mental Processing (Michon Model)
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Level 1 - This longest cycle of mental processing is measured in hours, days, months,
and even years. During Level 1, the in-depth processing that occurs is based on the knowledge
and experience acquired over the course of one’s lifetime. Level 1 processing results are
dependent on the breadth and depth of one's education and understanding. For example Level 1
processing is used when preparing a road trip, learning a foreign language to cross a border,
selecting a route, checking the car, buying gas and food, reserving a hotel, etc... Level 1
processing is the most robust and least affected by physiological and/or emotional impediments.
Level 1 processing can best override obstacles by using commensurate preparedness.
Level 2 - A shorter cycle measured in the range of minutes. The Level 2 processing timeframe does not allow for in-depth thinking. Level 2 processing depends more on sensory-motor
and physical coordination to do things well. Results are commensurate with the quality and
depth of training to do things within a time limit. Examples include: driving in the city,
maneuvering and parking a car.
Level 3 – An extremely brief time period lasting up to a maximum of a few seconds,
and often even less time. The reactivity of Level 3 processing can result in sudden calamities.
Level 3 mental processing is operational when engaged in real-time interpersonal activities or
while driving at high speeds, responding to sudden lane changes or situations that require sudden
stops. The deeper the training and preparedness (including simulation), the better the results.
Preparedness for level 3 processing aids one to correctly anticipate and react - ensuring a smooth
and safe ride, and likewise for a safe and calm “ride” for life. Level 3 also requires a perfect
assimilation and coordination with precedent levels 1 and 2. Even modest physiological
impairments such as a toothache, headache, disrupted sleep, drowsiness, or the influence of
substances, can dramatically compromise mental functioning and jeopardize judgment and
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proper behavior. Likewise, inattention, impulsivity, and/or any psychological disorder are also
compromising factors.

Errors in levels 1 or 2 processing can be rectified without enduring serious
consequences. However, level 3 missteps typically have serious results.
All the enabling research at CM-DTSI facilitated the development of this perception to action
model with in parallel the inclusion of the Attentional model of similar duration of 540
millisecond, and the reception of many feedback information to notice from above model.
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Sequential Simplification of the above model:
MFC Model describes step-by-step progression and incorporates enhancing and
aggravating factors.

Principles Derived from CM-DTSI Research
The manner that someone drives his/her vehicle is the manner they also behave in all aspect
of their life – “The way you drive your car, is the way you drive your life”!
If we train you to think and behave differently, you will drive your car more safely and your
life without chaos, and hurdles with others (MFC 540 MSc Model) with Attitude and removing
impulsivity and inattention bypasses.

1. Driving a car or your life is all based on the Choice theory: all what happened to you is the
result of your own choice!
2. Destination: The physical or mental point of focus will determinate the trajectory – “Where
you look physically or mentally, is where you will end-up”. Therefore if you look at the
problem you will stay in the problem, but if you force yourself to focus onto the solution
you will evade the problem; if one looks at the tree when the vehicle slides will go right
there instead of searching for a safe haven spot to avoid an accident. (Skid pad) (experience
of young drivers stressed looking inside the dashboard = accident at cross roads due to TVE)
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3. Metacognitive : Showing what to do and how to do to succeed and quick positive
motivating results will follow (only 3 consecutive runs on skid pad with proper
immediate feedback training from on-board monitoring and all in one interactive screen)
instead of chaotic emotional responses that always fails (over 35 intuitive attempts
without feedback training) – but never asking why that creates doubts, fear, anxiety and
is a blame game. [11]
4. Managing Time is the best prevention in everything, being pressed by time will ensure
chaos, stress and accident in life. [12]
5. Counter-intuitive preparedness for split second decision will ensure a less risky path in life,
and will train to be comfortably in charge when your comfort zone is pushed hard by
haphazard unwanted situations (simulation, role play).
6. Proper Health & Wellness changes fat into muscles, removes neck and back pain, mends
breathing, improves mood and attitude in life, pattern, improves metabolism, blood flow,
and heartbeat, reduce stress, helps better sleep, extend life in a happier way. The Positive
success of letting chose the daily little progress step by step by the subject who will
feel proud, motivated and happy of his/her constant success = now a Chooser and not a
quitter = a winner. [13]
7. The problem is really not what causes you an accident, but rather how you handle it! Breathing and controlling your impulses, and focusing on positive end result (backward
Design) base on will save you (skid pad – TVE – Vagal nerve)
8. Your face’s muscles speak loud and clear faster than your words (face camera, and Universal
eight emotion theory. Photo before and two weeks of work with clients
9. New brain decision making Pre-frontal cortex instead of old brain 3F reactions
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10. Think properly before you react, and react in a controlled manner (One inch left or right)!
11. The only way to understand Human factors in multi-functional environment is to have
adequate real-time recording instrument and advanced datamining (APP card and 24
parameters at 1500 Hz)
12. Michon model with attention in levels 1 and 2 and preparedness for level 3
13. AI can help to develop much better predict accurate Human Performances (Genetic
Predictive Modelling)
14. All ADHD are not the same (Comorbidity) + measures before and after intervention….
15. Success is a process, Give time but stay on course (with H & w and skid pad, and simulator
and app card!)
16. Always open to improve the process and develop new tools and measuring systems!
17. No Mental Multitasking possible but sequential and binary choice

From CM-DTSI to the Development of MindfulChoice™
The research results generated at CM-DTSI that so thoroughly demonstrated the positive
outcomes that can be achieved with clarity of objective, precise awareness of self-performance
and binary alternatives, enhanced physiological self-regulation, training for mastery at the
Michon Mental Processing Model third level of thinking, and the manner in which establishing
comfort can bypass resistance to change, offered great promise for remediating the primary
errors in decision-making of impulsivity and inattention. Since these are the hallmark behaviors
of individuals with ADHD, our initial application was to create a driver training module for
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young adults with ADHD to diminish the likelihood of accidents and moving violations which
are significantly higher in this group.
Three additional findings expanded our focus: 1) The CM-DTSI research showed that
the way we live is the same way we drive; 2) Where you look is where you end up; 3) An
analysis of decision-making errors in the general population utilizing an Analytic Hierarchy
Process determined that the errors of impulsivity and inattention account for virtually all errors
in the general population as well. We therefore determined that any system aimed at remediating
ineffective decision-making ought to be directed to all groups for many different behaviors.
The endeavor to improve split-second decision-making under stress in all aspects of life
presents many challenges. Unlike the driving environment which is essentially controlled and
where the benefits of remediation are instantly apparent, in other areas of living there are often
competing objectives aimed at satisfying different needs or aspirations at the same time, some
that can be outside an individual’s perception and confound objective clarity. Consequently we
proposed that the method for managing the effects of stress, including Tunnel Vision Effect, as
well as maintaining focus on primary task versus secondary task, needed to be supplemented
beyond the interventions used at CM-DTSI, by “upgrading” executive functions going on in the
formation and execution of decisions.
Executive functions are a set of cognitive processes that are necessary for the cognitive
control of behavior. They include selecting and successfully monitoring behaviors that facilitate
the attainment of chosen goals. As demonstrated by the work at CM-DTSI, “new brain” activity
– the work of the pre-frontal cortex and the source of executive functioning – with proper
training can supersede “old brain” emotional reactivity and create a pathway for limiting
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impulsivity and inattention. The application we developed as a synthesis of CM-DTSI research
and innovative metacognitive practice is called the MindfulChoice (MFC) Method and its
format and techniques are fully congruent with the enabling research analysis done at CM-DTSI.
The principles of Positive Psychology distilled from the work of Seligman et. al. are
aimed at performance enhancement rather than treating pathology. MFC is solution-oriented
and grounded in the present. Rehashing past actions tenaciously is both a distraction from the
matter at hand and a limiting factor in thoughtful problem-solving. The review of subject’s
performance at CM-DTSI never pursued dissecting the drivers’ past. It was always aimed at
enhancing present performance and future success.
Two core underlying principles of MFC are: 1. Change the way one thinks and there will
be a change in feelings and behavior; 2. Most importantly, change HOW one thinks, not WHAT
one thinks. MFC is a metacognitive model of cognition change.
De Bono’s [14] work on the different types of thinking is a clear examples of this
approach. He described six distinct types of thinking and how they can be utilized in a coherent
sequence for more effective decision-making. MFC trains individuals in becoming aware of the
type employed in any given circumstance, what factors determined the choice of that type, and
- based on the outcome achieved - whether or not that type is optimal in the moment.
A major component of the MFC focus on attention addresses the myth of multitasking
versus the reality of sequential thinking. While the brain can direct many functions
simultaneously, the mind can only concentrate effectively on one activity at a time. Yet, the
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endeavor to multitask can take on many forms including thinking about past experiences,
rumination, anxiety, thought filtration – all while engaged in the primary undertaking.
The Attentional model runs concurrently with the sequence Perception > Emotion >
Thought > Feeling > Behavior (Action).

The optimal time for processing Perception to

Behavior is 540 milliseconds; this is also the optimal time for the Attentional Model to maintain
focus and attend to all stimuli. We have identified two separate by-passes that can derail the
perception-to- action 540 millisecond optimal time frame (see MFC Model). An Attentional bypass that generates instead a processing response within 400 milliseconds (shortened from
incomplete gathering of information), and Impulsivity by-pass that generates instead a
processing response within 300 to 380 milliseconds (shortened due to rushing coming from an
impulsive/compulsive reaction). The Attentional by-pass does not affect the Impulsivity by-pass
– but when the Impulsivity by-pass is activated, the attentional model becomes disrupted. This
is the mechanism at work during the very beginning of the onset of Tunnel Vision Effect (TVE).
It is not noticed by the person because his/her attentional system is in hibernation. The
impulsivity by-pass is in full blown operation due to a massive emotional impulse triggered by
the bio-physiological automatic response occurring in overwhelming situations.
MFC identifies psychological intrusions as manifestations of confounding multitasking.
We instruct individuals in harnessing the attentional system to give maximal focus to primary
tasks, to remain poised, in control and immune to acting out of emotional impulses. The training
consists of both didactic instruction and experiential exercises.
According to Glasser’s Choice Theory, [15] everything is conditional to choice –
including cognitions. Since a cognition is a discrete unit of mental activity but not a real-world
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event, it is interchangeable with another cognition. When thoughts are disruptive - to an
occurrence in the moment, to one’s well-being, to attention or judgement, etc. - the individual
can choose to replace them with more syntonic thoughts that do not have an adverse impact on
one’s functioning at that instant. Since all choices are binary, a negative thought will have a
polar alternative. MFC postulates that thinking can be subject to executive control even under
stressful circumstances requiring quick decision-making for positive outcomes. First responders
are trained to maintain cognitive focus on the primary task of life-saving and not become
distracted or confused by secondary tasks such as self-comfort or ease. [16]
In execution, the MindfulChoice Method begins with a concentration on clarity of
objective, but not just in regard to a specific goal or achievement. Rather, the concept of
Destination refers to the life one wishes to experience as a whole, in regard to the present and
the future. It can take considerable introspection and thoughtful analysis to identify one’s
Destination. But once it is defined it becomes the central organizing agenda for change and
direction. It also becomes a benchmark by which decisions can be judged: Those decisions that
bring me closer to my destination are good choice, those that do not are poor choices. With a
Destination as a point of focus, one can formulate how to find clarity, comfort and purpose.
One source of resistance in determining a Destination is the conflation of objective and
process. For some individuals not knowing how to reach a Destination generates a reluctance
to define it, as there is the anticipation of frustration and disappointment due to self-doubt. MFC
promotes the awareness that there are two distinct skill sets in defining Destination and reaching
it. For the latter, individuals are taught Backward Design – the educational learning tool where
the desired end-game results are established first and then methods of assessment and lesson
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plans are created. Likewise, MFC starts with the end result and then presents the series of
graduated changes that start at the end (Destination) and go to the beginning (Here and Now).
Each step is coherent with its predecessor and, learned as a complete process, they become the
roadmap for change and decision making. [17]
“Here and Now” is always the initiation point for movement. MFC does not examine
the past. The method engages the individual where they are and drills deep into self-awareness
of their thoughts, feelings and actions at any moment in time so as to know what their cognitive
response patterns are likely to be for a given stimulus, in particular whether one is more
susceptible to errors of impulsivity or errors of inattention. Since MFC is an all-encompassing
Wholistic approach that incorporates mind and body experience, self-awareness includes
knowledge of the physical state and the individual’s reaction to stress as well, since the change
process will be both physical and cognitive. To properly reset the homeostatic regulation system
in recovery from stress, MFC incorporates deep diaphragmatic breathing with pressure on the
vagus nerve to reduce its activation and provide increased oxygenation to the brain.
The MindfulChoice Method engages with all aspects of functioning. Consequently the
emotional dimension of experience cannot be ignored or viewed simply as a confounding
variable. However, the MFC interventions are aimed at altering feelings, not emotions.
While these two words are often used interchangeably, they actually refer to two
different types of experience. Emotions are identified as the body’s responses to external stimuli.
There are a fixed number of emotions which present themselves singly or in various
combinations. They are generated by the limbic system in the “old” brain and are hard-wired
into our nervous system. Feelings are mental associations and reactions to these emotions. Thus,
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emotions are physical states while feelings are cognitive events. When one experiences an
emotion the mind assesses and engages in a set of operations to comprehend and manage the
emotion. This results in the discernment of feelings. Since feelings are filtered by cognitions,
changing cognitions consequently will change feelings. In this way the impact of emotions can
also be modulated and used for reaching the Destination instead of being a hurdle in the way.
The ultimate realization of the MFC Method is the attainment of the MFC attitude. In
this mindset the mechanism of decision-making toward reaching one’s Destination becomes
virtually automatic, as the attitude functions as a mental rheostat between cognition and feelings
and actions, controlling the potential influences of impulsivity or inattention. The acquisition of
the MFC attitude is obtained subsequent to continuous and broad utilization of the MFC Method
in daily life.
Results
The MindfulChoice Method has been applied under four conditions:
Didactic instruction with experiential exercises: The Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at
Carnegie Mellon University offers course to individuals over the age of 65 in a variety of
subjects to enhance their knowledge, cultural awareness, functionality, and socialization. Course
is 6 weeks for 90 minutes. The authors were invited to give a course on MFC and 42 students
enrolled. All students were given the opportunity to fully engage the method and 35 chose to do
so. At the end of the 6 week course detailed evaluations were completed by 28 enrollees, rating
their experience with the course and its effect on their daily lives. Approximately 70% of the
respondents rated the course as transformative or very transformative.
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One-to-one life coaching: as a metacognitive Positive psychology education and guidance
for a duration of 6-8 week in life-enhancement training to address a particular area of
functionality: procrastination; anger management; aging; and enhanced relationships. Posttraining evaluation indicate over 70% of subjects reported significant to highly significant
improvement in functioning and life satisfaction.
Mind-Focused Therapy: The paradigms and tools developed for the MFC Method have
been adapted and synthesized into traditional psychotherapy as a means of providing
psychoeducation and enhancing the effectiveness of treatment. The precise impact is therefore
difficult to quantify as it is virtually impossible to isolate the effect of MFC from the effect of
the baseline therapy. Descriptively, of the 46 clients who have been introduced to MFC
principles over the last 12 months and have used them to make behavioral change in their lives,
32 identify specific improvements in areas of struggle or dysfunction as a result of using MFC
tools.
Training Mental Health Professionals in MFC: In addition to providing individuals with
coaching or therapy using the MFC Method, approximately 62 practicing Mental Health
Professionals of all disciplines have been introduced to the MFC Model and given didactic
seminars in its use for clients with varying types and degrees of pathology. The results of postseminar evaluations show roughly 60% of participants found MFC paradigms and tools to be of
some or substantial value in their own practices. This result was less than anticipated considering
its effectiveness with lay individuals. We hypothesize that the lower percentage of positive
responses reflects the impact of multi-tasking. The seasoned professionals in the training groups
may have been only partially attentive to the material being presented as they were
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simultaneously attempting to organize and incorporate the material into their a priori schema of
psychotherapy intervention. We have found there is an “Aha!” experience of understanding that
comes commonly during the third training session. Only then is there a transformational
awareness of the uniqueness of the MFC Method and the potential for perceptual and behavioral
change.
Principles Derived from CM-DTSI Research
1. The manner that one drives a vehicle is the manner they also behave in all aspect of their
life – “The way you drive your car, is the way you drive your life”. Driving a car or your
life is based on Choice theory: The choices one makes determines the reality of one’s life,
whether there is order or chaos
2. The physical or mental point of focus will determinate the trajectory – “Where you look
physically or mentally, is where you will end-up”. Therefore if you look at the problem
you will stay in the problem, but if you force yourself to focus onto the solution you will
evade the problem.
3. Focusing on What to do and how to do it leads to successful motivating results instead of
chaotic emotional responses that always fail. Never ask “Why?” That creates doubts, fear,
anxiety and blame.
4. Managing Time is the best prevention for everything; being pressed by time will ensure
chaos, stress and accident in life.
5. Counter-intuitive preparedness for split-second decisions will ensure a less risky path in
life and will train you to be comfortably in charge when your comfort zone is pushed hard
by haphazard unwanted situations.
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6. Proper Health & Wellness removes pain, mends breathing, improves mood and attitude in
life, improves metabolism, blood flow, and heartbeat, reduces stress, helps better sleep,
extend life in a happier way.
7. The problem is really not what causes an accident, but rather how you handle it! Breathing
and controlling your impulses and focusing on positive end results (Backward Design) is
the formula.
8. Your body speaks loud and clear faster than your words. Physical reaction can precede
cognitive awareness.
9. “New brain” decision-making can supersede “old brain” Fight/Flight/Freeze reactions.
10. Think properly before you react, and react in a controlled manner.
11. Success is a process. Give time but stay on course.
12. Always be open to improving the process and develop new tools and measuring systems!
13. There is no such thing as multi-tasking in the mind – only in the brain. There is only
sequential thinking and binary choice.

Conclusions
We witnessed consistent and resilient positive changes that are visibly happening for all
types of ages, to successfully stimulate general population. Using online face to face innovative
visual and conceptual tools, as well as advanced technological methods, and processes for
delivering to all clients meta-cognitive positive psychology [18] education and training. It is
unequivocally a quicker synergistic transformational avenue to follow for mental health
professionals, and other therapists.
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Positive noticeable outcomes show the success of a systemic binary approach, for
populations of all ages - with a two prong education and training for both body (brain) and mind
(intellect) health and wellness peak performance. This helps improving the metabolism to ensure
a better flow of fresh oxygen in the brain, increase resistance to high stress, and consequently
reducing negative thoughts and feelings, mood disturbances, impulsivity, inattention,
aggressively, procrastination, and other negative emotional responses. General population’s
results are confirming our laboratory discovery that “Finally we end-up where we focus
(physically, as well as mentally)”.
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